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Toyota, one of the world’s biggest and most trusted car manufacturers, is also one of the world’s most aggressive anti-climate lobbyists, with an international track record of lobbying against the introduction of vehicle pollution standards, and actively working to slow the uptake of electric vehicles.

A recent investigation by the *Sydney Morning Herald* found that the Australian car lobby, of which Toyota is the largest member, aims to weaken proposed measures to curtail vehicle pollution.

The Australian Federal Government is currently considering the introduction of fuel efficiency standards regulating climate pollution from cars, which would ensure wider choice of more efficient and zero emissions vehicles for Australian consumers. Based on information contained in this report, Greenpeace Australia Pacific holds there is a strong risk Toyota will use its established tactics to distract, weaken, and delay effective legislation in Australia.
Australia is at a crossroads in our transition to zero-emissions transport. Australia is one of the only countries in the OECD without national standards regulating the carbon emissions of new vehicles. Without these standards, often called fuel efficiency standards, car manufacturers could use Australia as a dumping ground for inefficient, highly-polluting vehicles which many other markets will no longer accept.

As of August 2022, the Federal Government is considering a National Electric Vehicle Strategy, which would include the introduction of fuel efficiency standards. These standards would ensure wider choice of more efficient and zero emissions vehicles for the Australian market.

Internationally, fuel efficiency standards have been introduced in 80% of developed economies, and are seen as a simple and effective policy mechanism for reducing road transport emissions. They have already been implemented in nations such as the United States, European Union, United Kingdom, China, Korea, Japan, and New Zealand, yet fuel efficiency standards in some jurisdictions have been met with fierce opposition from some car manufacturers that profit from the ongoing manufacture and sale of internal combustion engines. Toyota, the biggest car manufacturer in the world, has a track record as one of the worst global culprits in the car lobby’s efforts to slow electric vehicles.

Toyota is Australia’s largest and most trusted car maker. Yet its international track record of aggressive global lobbying against measures to lower climate pollution from transport has seen it ranked in the world’s top three most aggressive anti-climate lobbyists, alongside Exxon Mobil and Chevron.1
Our research into Toyota’s international lobbying efforts has found the company has an established pattern of tactics it employs in order to slow or weaken measures to reduce climate pollution from vehicle transport. This includes:

- Spreading disinformation to reduce public confidence in all-electric, zero emissions vehicles.
- Actively lobbying against legislation to regulate climate pollution from transport.
- Greenwashing the climate impact of its own vehicles through deceptive marketing.
- Championing outdated solutions, such as hybrid car technology, which prolong the usage of fossil-fuelled transport.

With fuel efficiency standards on the table for discussion in Australia, Greenpeace Australia Pacific holds that there is a strong risk Toyota, and its peak body, will employ this tactical playbook to weaken proposed legislation. Previous attempts to introduce fuel efficiency standards were quietly buried by the previous Morrison government or fell victim to anti-climate rhetoric.²

Transport pollution is Australia’s third largest and fastest growing source of greenhouse gas emissions, and strong fuel efficiency standards would be one of the fastest and most effective ways to hit the brakes on climate pollution from new cars. In August 2022, the Australian car lobby was accused of planning to weaken and slow the uptake of electric vehicles.³ Toyota, with its tarnished international track record, needs to be closely monitored in coming months for attempts to negatively influence legislation to facilitate affordable and accessible electric vehicles for all Australians.
THE TRUTH
BEHIND
AUSTRALIA’S
MOST TRUSTED
CAR MAKER
Twenty-five years ago, when Toyota introduced the Prius hybrid, the company was a leader in reducing car pollution. But Toyota’s transition has stalled. The company has become one of the biggest roadblocks to electric vehicles.

The Greenpeace East Asia Auto Environmental Guide ranks Toyota as the worst on decarbonisation in a comparative analysis of top car makers, showing how the company has significantly fallen behind other major manufacturers on climate policy and the adoption of electric vehicles.\(^4\) In 2021, Toyota brands – Toyota, Lexus and Daihatsu – sold 10.3 million cars globally, including over 2 million fossil-fuel hybrids, yet only 14,000 pure electric vehicles.\(^5\) Only 7,000 units of Toyota’s first (and only) battery electric car, the BZ4X, were distributed before most were recalled due to the wheels literally falling off.\(^6,7\) By 2029, only 14 percent of Toyota’s worldwide production is forecast to be battery electric vehicles, compared to other major manufacturers like Ford and Volkswagen Group who are projected to reach 36 percent and 43 percent respectively.\(^8\)

The Toyota Group’s go-slow on transitioning to electric vehicles can be inferred to reflect the profitability of its integrated supply chain that includes subsidiaries across manufacturing, maintenance and technology for internal combustion engines. The subsidiaries include car companies Hino, Daihatsu and Lexus, as well as subsidiaries manufacturing machinery for textiles, automotive components for internal combustion engines, steel and steel products, electrical components, rubber, plastic, adhesives, real estate, insurance, trade and research.\(^9\)

Internal combustion engines (ICEs) are a complicated piece of machinery, requiring lots of parts, ongoing maintenance and complex supply chains. Battery electric vehicles are far more simple and require little ongoing maintenance.\(^10\) Many of Toyota’s rivals began transitioning their supply chains in preparation for the battery electric revolution long ago and are now ramping up with significant investments,\(^11\) but Toyota has continued betting on fossil fuels and combustion engines despite facing significant risk of stranded assets.\(^12\)
Aggressive lobbyist

Toyota’s efforts to ensure continued manufacture and distribution of internal combustion engine vehicles has gained it a global reputation as an anti-climate lobbyist. This international track record reveals a repeated tactical playbook to slow uptake of zero-emissions electric vehicles, including:

Prolonging outdated solutions

Twenty-five years ago when the Prius was invented, hybrid technology was at the cutting edge of the transition to electric vehicles, but technology has moved on, with battery electric technologies quickly becoming the common-sense solution – particularly in countries like Australia with abundant renewable resources. Toyota has stalled on pure electric cars, opting to promote complicated and expensive hybrid and fuel cell technologies that will lock customers into paying for fossil fuels or unproven hydrogen for decades to come.

Spreading electric vehicle disinformation

Since doubling down on fossil fuel hybrids and hydrogen cars, Toyota has resorted to disinformation campaigns to sell its outdated solutions. For example, Japan’s Sentaku Magazine reported Toyota distributed leaflets criticising EVs and decarbonisation policy and released educational materials that ignore battery electric solutions.13, 14 In other countries including Australia, Toyota has spread disinformation warning about electric vehicles, including putting marketing spin on their data to falsely argue that hybrids will reduce more emissions sooner than battery electric vehicles.15

Lobbying against climate regulation

Toyota has fought against government policies designed to reduce transport sector emissions, improve air quality and human health, and make electric vehicles more affordable, across multiple jurisdictions. See examples of this on page 12.

Greenwashing its marketing

Toyota’s misleading advertising has been banned on a number of occasions, including in Norway where Toyota’s ‘self-charging’ hybrid marketing was deemed false advertising, and in the UK when the The Advertising Standards Agency banned an ad for incorrectly suggesting their Prius model emitted 1 tonne less carbon than an equivalent diesel car.17, 18
No need to plug in with Toyota RAV4 Self-Charging Hybrid.

Figure 1: Toyota UK Twitter account showing their anti-EV hybrid marketing.

PREPARED FOR WHEN YOU ARE
100% HYBRID RANGE

Figure 2: Excerpt of the ad banned in Norway for false advertising.

Canberra Toyota is Home of the Hybrid.
Check out our range of self-charging Hybrids including the All-New Kluger!
No Plug in, No stamp duty, No range anxiety, No worries!
With ANY vehicle purchased, receive 5 years Roadside Assist FREE!
Hurry, must end July 31!

Canberra Toyota
33 years strong and 4 massive locations
* Belconnen * Fyshwick * Gungahlin * Phillip

Figure 3: Canberra Toyota dealership Facebook ad that uses range anxiety to push hybrid sales over pure electric vehicles.
Figure 4: An example of aggressive anti-EV twitter marketing by Topsel Toyota dealership in India.\textsuperscript{22}

Figure 5: Toyota-owned brand Lexus uses anti-EV content to promote hybrid vehicles.\textsuperscript{23}
Think tank InfluenceMap has ranked Toyota alongside gas and oil companies Exxon Mobil and Chevron as one of the world’s most aggressive anti-climate lobbyists and worst on decarbonisation among global car makers.\textsuperscript{24 25}
The excerpts below provide a snapshot of some of the international lobbying efforts undertaken in opposition to climate policy in recent years:

**Australia**
- Toyota is the largest (and it’s reasonable to assume most influential) member of the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries, whose ‘secret plan’ to slow the electric vehicle transition in Australia was exposed in August 2022 in a Sydney Morning Herald article.
- Toyota Australia advocated for North American style legislation that allows higher emissions and fuel consumption instead of best practice EU standards.

**India**
- Toyota India lobbied against a 2030 phase out of internal combustion engines.

**Japan**
- Toyota subsidiary Hino found to have falsified emissions data since at least 2003.
- Team Japan collaboration with Subaru, Mazda, Kawasaki and Yamaha set up to keep the internal combustion engine alive.

**New Zealand**
- In response to New Zealand’s Climate Action Plan consultation, Toyota opposed strong CO2 emissions standards, advocating for significantly weaker targets.

**Norway**
- Norway banned Toyota’s ‘self-charging’ hybrid greenwashing, deeming it to be false advertising.

**Mexico**
- Toyota and the Mexican car lobby sued the Mexican government to try to block proposed regulations to align fuel efficiency standards with the United States to cut greenhouse gas emissions.

**United Kingdom**
- Toyota threatened to leave the UK if the government banned hybrids in 2030 as part of the country’s net zero plans.
- At COP26 in Glasgow, Toyota refused to join Ford, Volvo, and Mercedes-Benz in signing a global pledge to phase out ICE-powered vehicles in leading markets by 2035.
- A Times article in April 2022 reported that Toyota warned Britain’s Transport Secretary to weaken its policies mandating a rapid switch to electric vehicles or Toyota might stop making cars in the UK.

**United States**
- Toyota spent $6.2 million USD on a lobby blitz in Washington to influence policy.
- Class action lawsuit filed against Hino Motors and its parent Toyota Motor Corp accusing them of historical misconduct linked to falsified emissions data between 2003-2021.
- Supported the removal of California’s Clean Air Act.
- Toyota was one of a group of companies which lobbied President Donald Trump in June 2019 proposing to weaken Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) and greenhouse gas standards for vehicles.

**European Union**
- In February 2022, Japanese news outlet Nikkei reported that after the EU announced a 2035 phase out date for ICE vehicles, including hybrids, Toyota asked France’s President Macron to advocate for prolonging the use of hybrid vehicles in the EU in a private meeting.
In Australia, car manufacturer interests are represented by a peak body called the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI). Its membership is weighted based on annual sales and consists of major new car makers including Toyota, Mazda, Ford, Volkswagen, BMW, Kia and Hyundai. The FCAI plays a number of roles in the Australian automotive sector, including lobbying the federal government on behalf of its members, publishing annual sales data, and regulating the industry's voluntary vehicle greenhouse gas emissions standard. The FCAI's established presence in Canberra and powerful membership base make them an influential player in Australian transport policy making.

Toyota is Australia’s largest car company, selling 20% of all new vehicles in Australia each year under the Toyota, Lexus, Hino and Daihatsu brands. That’s double the next largest company, Mazda. Toyota has almost 300 dealerships across Australia, selling roughly 200,000 cars here each year.\(^4\) Toyota’s size makes it the largest member of the FCAI and presumably the most powerful player in the market. Furthermore, Toyota Australia’s CEO has been the chair of the FCAI since 2020, increasing its influence within the lobby group.

A Sydney Morning Herald investigation of the FCAI in August 2022 found evidence that the automotive body has sought to hamper Australia’s transition to electric vehicles.\(^4\) Documents leaked from within the FCAI through this investigation, “paint an insider’s picture of those in the petrol and hybrid car industry fighting a rearguard action against fuel emissions regulation as a wave of new, more affordable electric cars is about to hit the market.”\(^4\)
The investigation outlines how the lobby group is running a public relations campaign to position themselves as trusted leaders in the discussion, while lobbying in Canberra to ensure a weak policy approach similar to their ineffective voluntary standard is legislated.45

Past attempts to address emissions reporting through a voluntary standard led by the FCAI have come under fire for favouring Toyota’s hybrids, large utes and SUVs through a super-credit system geared towards hybrids over pure electric vehicles.46 Further criticism notes the lack of transparency and access for the public and government bodies seeking to make informed choices based on FCAI data collection.47

Toyota’s government submissions, including their response to the Inquiry into Electric Vehicles for the Standing Committee on Economy & Infrastructure in November 2017, also reveal lobbying preferencing hybrids over electric vehicles. In this submission the company suggests electric vehicles would only be suitable for motorbikes and short range commuting, when the technology was already established overseas and able to power cars to a range of 500km.48, 49

**Figure 6**: Diagram from Toyota’s submission to the Inquiry into Electric Vehicles in 2017 that demonstrates their hybrid and hydrogen vehicle advocacy.50

As powerful players within the Australian car industry, Toyota and their allies in the FCAI pose a significant risk to the introduction of policies supporting stronger emissions reduction in the transport sector. Greenpeace will be monitoring any attempts to undermine policies that address Australia’s rising transport pollution problem.
Transport emissions accelerating

Australia has some of the highest per-capita climate emissions in the world, with 19% of these coming from the transport sector in 2019. Cars and light commercial vehicles alone make up over 60% of Australia’s transport pollution levels. Australia’s transport pollution is on the rise, spiking sharply over as Covid-19 pandemic lockdowns eased.

Internal combustion engines powered by fossil fuels still make up over 99% of cars on the road in Australia. To reach net zero by 2050, Australia must start planning to phase out the internal combustion engine immediately, aligning at minimum with international targets for 2035.

As the International Council on Clean Transportation has concluded, our vehicles must be zero—not low—emissions: ‘Only battery electric and hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles have the potential to achieve the magnitude of life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions reductions needed to meet Paris Agreement goals’.

The rest of the world is already well ahead of Australia in terms of regulating vehicle emissions. A quarter of the global car market has targets mandating the end of internal combustion engine sales in their early 2030s.

At least 80% of the global car market already has fuel efficiency standards for CO2 emissions, leaving Australia at the back of the pack alongside Russia, Indonesia and Turkey.

Without introducing internationally competitive fuel efficiency standards, Australia risks remaining a dumping ground for polluting cars that most other nations no longer accept.
Five ways Fuel Efficiency Standards will benefit Australians

1. Lower transport emissions

11% of Australia’s emissions come from light and commercial passenger vehicles. Strong fuel efficiency standards would have a significant impact on Australia’s climate pollution by accelerating our shift to zero-emissions transport.

According to the Grattan Institute’s Grattan Car Plan, in Australia the lifecycle carbon emissions of electric vehicles (EVs) are about half those of internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, and getting smaller (see Figure 7).57

![Figure 7: Emissions reduction potential of electric vehicles, according to the Grattan Institute’s Grattan Car Plan.](image)

Notes: Manufacturing emissions data are from the International Council on Clean Transportation. Upstream fuel emissions include the emissions generated during electricity production, and upstream emissions associated with combustion engine fuel (such as transport of fuels to a petrol station). This analysis assumes relatively high electric vehicle electricity consumption of 0.183kWh/km in 2021 and 0.174kWh/km in 2030. It assumes manufacturing emissions for electric vehicles remain unchanged between 2021 and 2030, and that the grid decarbonises following the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) ‘step change’ scenario: AEMO (2020).

2. Cheaper fuel costs for motorists

EVs are cheaper to run. A petrol car (11L/100km) costs $14 per 100km but an average electric car costs $4 per 100km – less if you power it with rooftop solar.59 They also have fewer moving parts and less maintenance costs.

If the Federal Government introduced fuel efficiency standards in 2015 when the idea was initially put forward, Australians would have saved almost six billion dollars in fuel costs60 – and with prices at the petrol pump sky-high, Australians are paying the price for government inaction. A rapid switch to electric transport could save Australians nearly half a trillion dollars by 2035.61
3. More electric vehicle models available

Introducing standards creates an incentive for car manufacturers to bring newer models of fuel efficient and zero emissions vehicles to Australia, while also reducing global demand for emissions-heavy vehicles.

4. Cleaner, healthier air

Petrol vehicles hurt our health. Pollutants from vehicles powered by internal combustion engines include PM10, PM2.5, NOx, SOx and VOCs increase the risk of cardiovascular illness, Ischemic heart disease, asthma, stroke, respiratory illnesses, lung cancer, bladder cancer, and breast cancer.

The health impacts of transport pollution are estimated to kill about 280 Australians per year and the International Council on Clean Transportation estimates transport-related air pollution carried an economic cost of about $10 billion in Australia in 2015.\textsuperscript{62, 63} Despite being considered more fuel efficient, diesel engines emit significantly more pollutants than petrol engines per kilometre, are driven further and have less regulation in Australia.\textsuperscript{64}

5. Improved fuel security

The Australian vehicle fleet uses about 32 billion litres of fuel per year.\textsuperscript{65} Available evidence suggests Australian motorists are paying on average almost 30% more for fuel than they should.\textsuperscript{66} At the same time, Australia’s fuel security has decreased over the last decade. Five Australian refineries have closed over the last decade leaving only two Australian refineries in operation - Ampol’s Lytton refinery and Viva’s Geelong refinery.\textsuperscript{67}

Australia is one of the sunniest, windiest countries on earth, and shifting our car fleet to electric vehicles, run on a renewable-powered grid, would reduce our reliance on imported fuel and shield Australia from the fluctuations of the global petroleum market.
CONCLUSION

Toyota has long enjoyed a position as one of Australia’s most trusted brands but when it comes to tackling climate change, evidence is mounting that Australians’ trust in Toyota is misplaced. Greenpeace believes Toyota’s well-documented international lobbying against measures to reduce climate pollution from transport, and the growing evidence of the Australian car lobby’s campaign to slow zero-emissions transport, positions Toyota as one of the biggest threats to the introduction of strong Fuel Efficiency Standards.

Vehicle transport pollution plays a huge role in escalating Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions that are damaging the climate, our economy and our environment, and the urgent imperative to reduce emissions within the next few years is well documented in climate science. The lobbying roadblocks thrown up by Toyota and the car lobby to stall Australia’s shift to zero-emissions transport is a problem we can no longer afford.
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Together, we can make transport cleaner, greener and cheaper.

Become a Greenpeace supporter today to help electrify transport in Australia.